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Abstract – Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is an ef icient tool for many use cases, such as environmental monitoring.
However WSN deployment are sometimes limited by the characteristics of the Radio Access Technologies (RAT) they use. To
overcome some of these limitations, we propose to leverage the use of Multiple Technologies Network (MTN). What we refer
to as MTN is a network composed of nodes able to use several RAT and communicating wirelessly through multi‐hop paths.
The management of the RAT and routes must be handled by the nodes themselves, in a local and distributed way, with a
suited communication protocol stack. Nodes may reach multiple neighbors over multiple RAT. Therefore, each stack’s layer
has to take the technologies’ heterogeneity of the devices into account. In this article, we introduce our custom Routing Over
Different Existing Network Technologies protocol (RODENT), designed for MTN. It enables dynamic (re)selection of the best
route and RAT based on the data type and requirements that may evolve over time, potentially mixing each technology over a
single path. RODENT relies on amulti‐criteria route selection performedwith a custom lightweight TOPSISmethod. To assess
RODENT’s performances, we implemented a functional prototype on real WSN hardware, Pycom FiPy devices. Unlike related
prototypes, ours has the advantage not to rely on speci ic infrastructure on the operator’s side. Results show that RODENT
enables energy savings, an increased coverage as well as multiple data requirements support.

Keywords – heterogeneous, Pycom FiPy, routing, TOPSIS, WSN

1. INTRODUCTION1

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) enable a remote mon‐2

itoring of various metrics and many more use cases [1].3

Such networks usually rely either on a medium distance4

Radio Access Technology (RAT) (e.g., IEEE 802.15.4) and5

a multi‐hop path routing or on a long distance RAT (e.g.,6

LoRaWAN) and a star topology. The latter simpli ies the7

network structure and enables a wider coverage. When8

deployed, WSN usually use a single RAT shared by all9

nodes. Deployments are thus constrained by the lim‐10

its of the chosen RAT, in terms of coverage and perfor‐11

mances (throughput, energy consumption, costs, etc). For12

instance, the network of Sigfox, an operator‐based RAT,13

provides long range communication (up to km) but is not14

available worldwide. Some RAT are even so constrained15

that they may not be able to comply with speci ic data re‐16

quirements such as delay‐intolerant data, high through‐17

put or irmware over‐the‐air upgrade. Additionally, out‐18

door nodes have to bear the weather changes (e.g., rain)19

which greatly impact the wireless links’ quality.20

Traditional WSN lack lexibility to support multiple use‐21

cases. Many different RAT are available for WSN nowa‐22

days [2]. Different RAT comewith different performances23

and capabilities. Multiple Technologies Networks (MTN)24

could overcome the aforementioned issues [3]. With sev‐25

eral RAT built‐in, the nodes’ range of deployment would26

be extended, as nodes’ could switch from one RAT to27

another at each hop and relay data through multi‐hop.28

MTN’s nodes would be able to select the best technology29

and route available. The choice would be based on the30

routes availability and costs, in terms of energy, money,31

etc. If the environment changes, and the selected route’s32

quality decreases, a node can dynamically select a better33

route and RAT. Nodes that support several data require‐34

ments (e.g., temperature and video monitoring) can fol‐35

low several paths accordingly. Network resiliency is in‐36

creased, as in case of a RAT failure, a node can switch to37

an alternative technology.38

Thus, nodes have to use speci ic methods to au‐39

tonomously and dynamically choose which technology40

is the best suited depending on the data requirements41

and current context. This issue is known as Network42

Interface Selection (NIS). Several tools are available in43

the literature to tackle the NIS problem. Among them44

are the Multiple Attribute Decision‐Making (MADM)45

methods. MADM methods provide a ranking of different46

alternatives based on their attributes and their associated47

weights. One of the most used and studied MADM meth‐48

ods is Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to49

Ideal Solution (TOPSIS). Said simply, TOPSIS compares50

candidates based on their mathematical distances to two51

ideal positive and negative alternatives.52

However, TOPSIS suffers from an issue known as rank53

reversal. A rank reversal happens when the ranking is54

modi ied following the removing of one of the alterna‐55

tives under study. This can alter the quality of the ranking56

and lead to a sub‐optimal NIS. In our case, this could out‐57

come in toomany useless and costly technology switches.58

Moreover, considering hardware constrainedWSNnodes,59
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TOPSIS computation is resource‐intensive. This would60

decrease the devices’ lifetime and may overload the de‐61

vices’ limited memory which leads to hardware failure.62

We address those issues in this paper, by proposing a63

lightweight TOPSIS‐basedNISmethodoptimized forWSN64

devices. Furthermore, our method simpli ies TOPSIS65

computations and completely eliminates rank reversal by66

modifying the TOPSIS normalization algorithm. This re‐67

sults in less complexity and provides time and energy sav‐68

ings.69

Currently available routing protocols are not suited for70

MTN. In this article, we introduce a novel Routing Over71

Different Existing Network Technologies protocol (RO‐72

DENT) designed for MTN leveraging our custom TOPSIS73

method. Our contribution takes every RAT of each node74

into account for the route selection. Every node has a list75

of available links between itself and its neighbors. Links76

have associated costs and performances, in terms of de‐77

lay, energy consumption etc. A node constructs its routes78

based on its links’ values and the routes’ values shared by79

its neighbors. Criteria for the best route depend on the80

use case and the requirements data has tomeet (e.g., data81

size, deadline).82

RODENT is implemented and its performances are as‐83

sessed through experimental evaluation. Results show84

that RODENT increases network lexibility and reliabil‐85

ity, decreases energy consumption and enable better con‐86

sideration of the data requirements while maintaining a87

good Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR). Compared to related88

work, RODENT offers a lexible and dynamic way to over‐89

come WSN’s limitations without the need of a dedicated90

infrastructure other than multi‐RAT nodes.91

The contributions of this paper can be summarized as fol‐92

lows:93

• We designed a lightweight selectionmethod forWSN94

based on TOPSIS, free of rank reversal which shows95

an improvement in the computation time of around96

38%, which in turn results in energy savings, while97

the technology selection is equivalent to using the98

classic TOPSIS method in 82% of the experiments.99

• We designed a multi‐technologies routing protocol100

for WSN based on our custom selection method. It is101

capable of handling multi‐technologies devices and102

selecting the best route and technologies for speci ic103

data requirements.104

• We designed and developed a MTN prototype com‐105

posed of Pycom FiPy devices running a custom im‐106

plementation of RODENT.107

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 in‐108

troduces the literature’s works related to MTN and TOP‐109

SIS. Section 3 presents the background about MADM and110

TOPSIS. Section 4 explains what issues have to be faced111

with TOPSIS. Section 5 details our lightweight TOPSIS112

method. Section 6 presents our experiments on the selec‐113

tion method and the results we have obtained. Section 7114

exposes the network model and assumptions RODENT is115

based on. Section 8 details RODENT’s inner workings.116

Section 9 presents the hardware used and irmware im‐117

plemented for our MTN prototype. Section 10 introduces118

the experimental setup and scenario. Section 11 details119

the experiments’ results. Section 12 concludes this arti‐120

cle and lists future works.121

2. RELATEDWORK122

Several works have been conducted to mitigate rank re‐123

versal in TOPSIS or to apply TOPSIS to NIS. To the best124

of our knowledge, only few works exist in the literature125

about multi‐technologies network. This section presents126

related work about TOPSIS and multi‐RAT devices.127

2.1 TOPSIS method128

[4] proposes an iterative TOPSIS method, where TOP‐129

SIS is executed, then the worst alternative is removed130

from the ranking, and TOPSIS is re‐executed, as long as131

there is more than one alternative in the ranking. The re‐132

maining one is selected as communication technology. [5]133

combines TOPSIS with fuzzy logic, in order to improve134

how uncertain attributes are taken into account. [6] in‐135

troduces alternative methods based on TOPSIS, but with136

different normalization algorithms using maximum and137

minimum values of the attributes. [7] compares several138

NIS methods applied to heterogeneous WSN. [8] intro‐139

duces an original MADM method along with an in‐depth140

analysis of TOPSIS. [9] proposes a new Service‐based In‐141

terface Selection Scheme algorithm based on TOPSIS to142

enable NIS applied to vehicle‐to‐vehicle communications143

scenarios. [10] details a fast TOPSIS‐based NIS technique144

for vertical handover in heterogeneous emergency com‐145

munication systems.146

Overall, those propositions reduce the probability of oc‐147

currence of rank reversal, but does not nullify it because148

the euclidean normalization is still used. Furthermore,149

some of the proposed modi ications tend to increase the150

complexity of the TOPSIS method. This would increase151

the execution time of TOPSIS and in turn the energy con‐152

sumption of the nodes, thus reducing their lifetime.153

To the extent of the authors knowledge, no works has154

been conducted to propose a rank reversal free TOPSIS‐155

based method for NIS speci ically for energy constrained156

devices. Thus, in this in paper we introduce a lightweight157

TOPSIS‐based NIS method that aims not only to reduce158

the complexity and energy consumption of TOPSIS, but159

also to completely eliminate rank reversal.160

2.2 Multi‐technologies networks161

The authors of [11] propose an IoT architecture formulti‐162

RAT devices. This architecture is based on a network con‐163

vergence layer in charge of the multi‐RAT management164

in nodes, and a heterogeneous network controller on the165

network operator side. It also proposes an hardware plat‐166

form for the nodes, a polling scheme aswell as a compres‐167
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Table 1 – MADM decision matrix.

𝑃1
𝑤1

𝑃2
𝑤2

... 𝑃𝑚
𝑤𝑚

𝐴1 𝑥11 𝑥12 ... 𝑥1𝑚
𝐴2 𝑥21 𝑥22 ... 𝑥2𝑚
... ... ... ... ...
𝐴𝑛 𝑥𝑛1 𝑥𝑛2 ... 𝑥𝑛𝑚

Fig. 1 – Representation of TOPSIS with three alternatives and two at‐
tributes.

sion scheme based on Static Context Header Compression168

(SCHC). This increases the network lexibility, however it169

requires a speci ic virtual network operator. While the170

precedent work focuses on the device side, in [12] the au‐171

thors propose a cloud‐based virtual network operator for172

multi‐modal LPWA networks. This operator takes care of173

con iguration andmanagement of heterogeneous LPWAN174

equipment. Again this requires speci ic infrastructure on175

the operator side.176

In [13], a green path selection inter‐MAC selection pro‐177

tocol is detailed. This protocol allows path selection at178

the MAC layer while focusing on the energy consumption179

and radio frequency minimization. However it does not180

give any information about the routing layer. The arti‐181

cle [14] presents theORCHESTRA frameworkwhichman‐182

ages real‐time inter‐technology handovers. It is based on183

a virtual MAC layer which coordinate the different lay‐184

ers fromdifferent technologywith a uniqueMAC address.185

This work also focus on the link layer and not on the rout‐186

ing layer.187

Aforementioned works increase WSN’s lexibility. How‐188

ever several limitations are still present, such as the need189

of a dedicated infrastructure. In this article we pro‐190

pose a routing protocol adapted to MTN, which greatly191

increase WSN’s capabilities while requesting only multi‐192

RAT nodes.193

3. TECHNOLOGYSELECTIONBACKGROUND194

Multi‐technologies devices have to autonomously select195

the best communication technology based on many fac‐196

tors. In the literature, several tools are available to per‐197

form this Network Interface Selection (NIS): utility and198

cost functions, Markov chains, fuzzy logic, game theory,199

data mining, Dempster‐Shafer theory, to name a few. Par‐200

ticularly, Multi‐Attribute Decision Making (MADM)meth‐201

ods [15] are commonly used for NIS. MADMmethods are202

interesting as they rank several alternatives, based on203

their attributes as well as the relative importance asso‐204

ciated to those attributes.205

The problem can be modelled with a decision matrix as206

shown in Table 1. It is composed of 𝐴 = {𝐴𝑖 | 𝑖 =207

1, 2, ..., 𝑛} the set of the alternatives, 𝑃 = {𝑃𝑗 | 𝑗 =208

1, 2, ..., 𝑚} the set of the attributes and 𝑊 = {𝑤𝑗 | 𝑗 =209

1, 2, ..., 𝑚} the set of the weights associated to each at‐210

tribute. Applied to NIS, 𝐴 is the set of technologies, 𝑃 the211

set of attributes associated to those and 𝑊 the data re‐212

quirements. The MADMmethods take as input a decision213

matrix and output a ranking of the alternatives. Several214

MADMmethods exist, the most known being: Simple Ad‐215

ditiveWeighting (SAW),WeightingProduct (WP), Analyti‐216

cal Hierarchy Process (AHP) and Gray Relational Analysis217

(GRA).218

One of the most used and studied methods is Technique219

for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOP‐220

SIS) [16]. TOPSIS ranks alternatives depending on their221

relative mathematical distance to the ideal solution. The222

TOPSIS method runs the following steps:223

1. The values𝑥𝑖𝑗 of each attribute from thedecisionma‐
trix (cf. Table 1) are normalized according to Equa‐
tion (1).

𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖𝑗

√∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑥2

𝑖𝑗
(1)

2. The normalized values 𝑟𝑖𝑗 are weighted according to
Equation (2).

𝑣𝑖𝑗 = 𝑤𝑗𝑟𝑖𝑗,
𝑚

∑
𝑗=1

𝑤𝑗 = 1 (2)

3. The positive and negative ideal alternatives 𝐴+ and
𝐴− are constructed according to Equation (3).

𝐴+ = [𝑣+
1 ...𝑣+

𝑚]
𝐴− = [𝑣−

1 ...𝑣−
𝑚] (3)

4. The attribute values of the ideal alternatives are de‐
termined according to Equation (4) for upward at‐
tributes (e.q. range) or Equation (5) for downward
attributes (e.q. latency).

𝑣+
𝑗 = 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑣𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛}

𝑣−
𝑗 = 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑣𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛} (4)

𝑣+
𝑗 = 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑣𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛}

𝑣−
𝑗 = 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑣𝑖𝑗, 𝑖 = 1, ..., 𝑛} (5)
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Table 2 – Simple decision matrix.

𝑃1 𝑃2 𝑃3
𝐴1 1.024537 7.828443 8.650221
𝐴2 4.226149 0.09865402 4.673396
𝐴3 8.026353 5.455392 2.536936
𝐴4 1.700537 1.398855 0.7656412

5. The distances between each alternative and the pos‐
itive and negative ideal alternatives 𝐴+ and 𝐴− are
computed according to Equation (6).

𝑆+
𝑖 =

√√√
⎷

𝑚
∑
𝑗=1

(𝑣+
𝑗 − 𝑣𝑖𝑗)2

𝑆−
𝑖 =

√√√
⎷

𝑚
∑
𝑗=1

(𝑣−
𝑗 − 𝑣𝑖𝑗)2

(6)

6. Finally, the relative closeness to the ideal solution
is computed for each alternative according to Equa‐
tion (7) and a ranking is established based on those
values.

𝐶𝑇 𝑂𝑃𝑆𝐼𝑆 = 𝑆−
𝑖

𝑆−
𝑖 + 𝑆+

𝑖
(7)

When using TOPSIS for NIS, the technologywith the high‐224

est value of 𝐶𝑇 𝑂𝑃𝑆𝐼𝑆 is selected. A graphical represen‐225

tation of the TOPSIS method with three alternatives and226

two attributes is depicted in Figure 1.227

4. TOPSIS PROBLEM STATEMENT228

TOPSIS is particularly interesting, as it grades alternatives229

based not only on the closeness from the best alternative230

but also on the distance from the worst one. However,231

TOPSIS suffers from an issue known as rank reversal that232

can happen when a non‐optimal alternative is removed233

from the ranking. This can alter the quality and perti‐234

nence of the ranking. Rank reversal is an issue common to235

several MADMmethods. With an ideal method, the rank‐236

ing of alternatives should not be altered when another al‐237

ternative is removed. The cause of rank reversal is the238

normalization algorithm. Indeed, the TOPSIS normaliza‐239

tion (a.k.a. euclidean normalization) computes the nor‐240

malized values for an attribute based on the values of all241

the other alternatives for that same attribute. Thus if set242

𝐴 changes, the result of Equation (1) also changes, which243

may modify the inal ranking.244

To clarify rank reversal let us consider an example. Ta‐245

ble 2 represents a simple decisionmatrix randomly illed.246

Running TOPSIS on it outputs a ranking order corre‐247

sponding to [𝐴1, 𝐴3, 𝐴2, 𝐴4]. If the alternative 𝐴4 was to248

be removed from the ranking (e.g. because of a broken249

link for example), it is expected that the ranking of the250

remaining alternatives should not be altered and there‐251

fore should correspond to [𝐴1, 𝐴3, 𝐴2]. However, running252

TOPSIS on Table 2 after removal of alternative 𝐴4 out‐253

puts a ranking corresponding to [𝐴3, 𝐴1, 𝐴2]. This corre‐254

sponds to a rank reversal. Applied toNIS, itmeans that the255

loss of the wireless link of technology 𝐴4 would change256

the selected technology from 𝐴1 to 𝐴3. This would cause257

a technology switch which will require energy and does258

not bring any overall improvement.259

It is to be noted that rank reversal is not a theoretical260

issue for multi‐technologies WSN devices. Actually, the261

wireless technologies’ links’ quality depends onmany fac‐262

tors such as atmospheric and environmental conditions,263

which vary heavily across the year. This may results in264

broken links, thus removing a technology from the set265

of alternatives and potentially resulting in rank reversal,266

as seen in the previous example. The frequency of such267

events is entirely dependent on external factors and can‐268

not be anticipated, thus links’ quality has to be considered269

in the NIS process. Rank reversal could lead to the selec‐270

tion of a sub‐optimal technology, on top of spending en‐271

ergy for switching between technologies.272

Asecond issueposedbyTOPSIS‐basedNISon constrained273

devices is the complex computations that are required.274

TOPSIS method as seen in Section 3 is based on compu‐275

tations that use numerous operations and memory ac‐276

cesses. WSN devices are generally hardware constrained,277

energy‐limited and a repetitive execution of the TOPSIS278

method will have a considerable impact on the energy279

consumption of nodes. As an example, the Pycom FiPy’s280

CPU [17] holds two cores that can go up to 240 MHz. A281

classic laptop CPU, e.g., the Intel® Core™ i7‐8650U, holds282

four cores that can go up to 4.20 GHz.283

5. LIGHTWEIGHT TOPSIS FORWSN284

As stated in Section 4, the rank reversal issue is due to285

TOPSIS’ normalization which computes normalized val‐286

ues based on all the other alternatives’ values. Moreover,287

this normalizationmethod is rather complex, andmay in‐288

crease the energy consumption of nodes.289

Thus, we propose to use a simpli ied normalization290

method, which will not cause rank reversal and simplify291

the computations. Rank reversal happens because other292

alternatives are taken into account when computing nor‐293

malized values. Thus, our proposition is to compute those294

values without taking into account other alternatives val‐295

ues. Therefore, we need a stable normalization referen‐296

tial to measure our values against. We know that multi‐297

technologies devices have a ixed set of technologies avail‐298

able. Those are not supposed to change after deployment,299

and they have ixed maximum and minimum capabilities.300

Wepropose to use thosemaximum andminimumbounds301

as referential for our normalization.302

5.1 Algorithm303

That simpli ication takes the form of Algorithm 1, which304

replace Equation (1) in the steps of our lightweight TOP‐305

SIS. Each value 𝑥𝑖𝑗 is normalized by being divided with306

the upper or the lower bound of its attribute 𝑗. Upward307

attributes values are divided by their upper bound, while308

downward attributes divide their lower bound. The set309
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Algorithm 1 Lightweight normalization
Require: 𝑥𝑖𝑗 the raw value of each attribute 𝑗 for each
candidate 𝑖
for each attribute 𝑃𝑗 do
if 𝑃𝑗 is an upward attribute then

𝐵+
𝑗 is the upper bound of 𝑃𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝑥𝑖𝑗
𝐵+

𝑗
else if 𝑃𝑗 is a downward attribute then

𝐵−
𝑗 is the lower bound of 𝑃𝑗

𝑟𝑖𝑗 = 𝐵−
𝑗

𝑥𝑖𝑗
end if

end for
return 𝑟𝑖𝑗 the normalized value of 𝑥𝑖𝑗

𝐵 = {𝐵+
𝑗 , 𝐵−

𝑗 | 𝑗 = 1, 2, ..., 𝑚} is composed of the up‐310

per and lower bounds of each attribute 𝑗, such that ∀ 𝑥 ∈311

𝐵, 0 < 𝑥 < +∞. B is stable, thus normalized values from312

the alternatives will not be altered by the removing of any313

other alternative. This completely eliminates rank rever‐314

sal and reduces algorithmic complexity at once. Indeed,315

Equation (1) requires the computation of the denomina‐316

tor √∑𝑛
𝑖=1 𝑥2

𝑖𝑗 for each value of 𝑗 (for 𝑚 attributes). This317

is not required with our bounded normalization and only318

the division between the bound and the value is com‐319

puted. Knowing the ixed bounds allows us to simplify320

TOPSIS further: Equation (3) is used to establish the ideal321

positive and negative alternatives. Extreme values are322

found according to Equation (4) for upward attributes or323

Equation (5) for downward ones. Those operations re‐324

quire many comparisons. With bounded normalization,325

we can simplify the determination of the ideal alterna‐326

tives: determination of 𝐴+ and 𝐴− is trivial, as the nor‐327

malizedmaximumandminimumbounds of the attributes328

are respectively equals to 1 and 0. Thus, Equations (4)329

and (5) can be simpli ied by Equation (9). In turn, deter‐330

mination of the ideal alternatives according Equation (3)331

shows that these are static and shown in Equation (8).332

Finally, distances computation according to Equation (6)333

can be simpli ied by Equation (10). Indeed, as the ideal al‐334

ternatives are known and static, we thus know that 𝑣+
𝑗 =335

1 and 𝑣−
𝑗 = 0.336

Those simpli ications reduce the complexity of the TOP‐337

SIS method. Moreover, as the normalization uses a stable338

referential, rank reversal probability is eliminated. Those339

modi ications thus reduce the time required for execu‐340

tion, as we will see in Section 10.341

𝐴+ = [1...1]
𝐴− = [0...0] (8)

𝑣+
𝑗 = 1

𝑣−
𝑗 = 0 (9)

Fig. 2 – FiPy board from Pycom [18].

Fig. 3 – Pytrack sensor shield from Pycom [18].

𝑆+
𝑖 =

√√√
⎷

𝑚
∑
𝑗=1

(1 − 𝑣𝑖𝑗)2

𝑆−
𝑖 =

√√√
⎷

𝑚
∑
𝑗=1

𝑣2
𝑖𝑗

(10)

5.2 Complexity342

The reduced complexity of our algorithm can be assessed343

with an algorithmic complexity comparison. As big 𝑂344

notation is only pertinent for large inputs, we choose345

to quantify the number of operations spared with our346

method instead of classic TOPSIS. We consider one oper‐347

ation as one of the four basic arithmetic operations: ad‐348

dition, subtraction, multiplication and division. We also349

consider square root and value comparison as a single op‐350

eration. This is just an estimation and is not exact as a351

square root is decomposed into multiple simpler opera‐352

tions when computed. However, as the exact decomposi‐353

tion is dependent on the hardware, it is irrelevant to as‐354

sign a precise operation cost to a square root. Hereafter355

we consider 𝑛 and 𝑚 to be the dimensions of the decision356

matrix.357

Firstly, Equation (1) requires at least 3𝑛𝑚 operations,358

while using Algorithm 1 instead reduces it to 𝑛𝑚 oper‐359

ations. Replacing Equations (3), (4) and (5) by Equa‐360

tions (8) and (9) spares the cost of themin‐max algorithm,361

thus 2(𝑚𝑛 − 1) operations. Finally, using Equation (10)362

instead of Equation (6) spares𝑛𝑚 operations. Our propo‐363

sition thus spares a total of 5𝑚𝑛 − 2 operations.364

6. SELECTION EXPERIMENTS & RESULTS365

We implemented both algorithms inMicroPython on FiPy366

modules from Pycom, coupled with Pytrack expansion367
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Table 3 – Attributes’ weights.

Energy Delay Cost
𝑊𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 0.6 0.1 0.3

𝑊𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 0.1 0.8 0.1
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Fig. 4 – Rank reversal prevalence as a function of the decision matrix’
size.

boards. Both are depicted in Figures 2 and 3. Those368

devices offer ive different wireless communication tech‐369

nologies, and provide hardware close to the one used370

in WSN. The available technologies on FiPy platform are371

WiFi, LoRa, Sigfox, LTE‐M, NB‐IoT and Bluetooth Low En‐372

ergy. Each one comes with different performances, based373

on different metrics such as: energy consumption, eco‐374

nomical cost, throughput, delay, loss rate, etc. Attributes375

of each technology are used to ill the decisionmatrix val‐376

ues 𝑥𝑖𝑗 used as input for the NIS algorithms. Weights as‐377

sociated to attributes are determined based on the data378

requirements. Table 3 shows an example set of weights379

that could beused: for regularmonitoringdata theweight380

and thus importance of the energy consumption will be381

higher. This would probably lead to an NIS of the best382

energy‐ef icient technology (e.g., Sigfox). On the contrary,383

for an alarm the weight of delay will be higher, leading to384

an NIS of the fastest technology (e.g.,WiFi).385

6.1 Rank reversal prevalence386

We wanted to know how painful can be a rank reversal387

using TOPSIS for NIS. We ran experiments to quantify the388

prevalence of rank reversal using TOPSIS. The nodes ex‐389

ecute the following steps: i) create a random matrix, ii)390

run TOPSIS on it and iii) compute the resulting ranking.391

Then we randomly remove one of the potential alterna‐392

tive and the new ranking was computed. TOPSIS was run393

again on thematrixwithout the alternative removed from394

the ranking, and the resulting rankingwas comparedwith395

the previous ranking. If the order of remaining options396

was different, then a rank reversal happened.397

Results are highly dependent on the size of the matri‐398

ces. Generally, the bigger the decision matrix, the more399

rank reversals as we can see in Figure 4. Large matri‐400
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Fig. 5 – Classic and lightweight TOPSIS run times.

ces are not a current realistic representation of NIS in401

WSN. Multi‐technologies WSN nodes have several tech‐402

nologies available, but it is very unlikely that plain nodes403

carry hundreds of technologies. Similarly, technologies404

can have tens of attributes compared, but it is unlikely to405

be hundreds. Nonetheless, later, hardware will integrate406

more andmore computing resources and communication407

technologies so our proposition will be able to scale with408

them. Still, we can see that even with small (5 × 5) ma‐409

trices as we can obtain with FiPy modules, rank reversal410

happens approximately in 30% of the experiments. Rank411

reversal may cause useless technology switches, that are412

costly energy‐wise. Larger matrices imply more frequent413

rank reversal, which emphasizes theneed for a solution as414

ours. This is considerable if we assume TOPSIS to be run415

periodically to select the best technology after attributes416

or data requirements change.417

6.2 Computation time418

We compare the performances of a classic TOPSIS with419

our lightweight TOPSIS. We measure the time needed for420

the algorithms completion with the Timer library avail‐421

able for the FiPy as well as the similarity between the re‐422

sultingNIS. It isworth noting that TOPSIS does not embed423

an objective comparison referential to estimate the qual‐424

ity of a ranking. However, TOPSIS is considered to pro‐425

duce a good quality ranking and is thus commonly used426

as a point of comparison. The obtained results are visible427

in Figure 5.428

Weobtain amean speed up of the computing time of 38%.429

At the same time, we still maintain a similarity with TOP‐430

SIS ranking in 82% of the experiments. Note that the rank‐431

ing in the remaining 18% of the experiments cannot be432

quali ied as worse for all cases since it mainly depends on433

the application and of what is expected or required. The434

ranking is only different from TOPSIS’ ranking, which we435

used as a reference, but is not a ground truth. If we look436

at what we obtained when using a (5 × 5) matrix for a437

population of 7000 experiments with the results rounded438

to two decimal places, the mean execution time of the439

6



Fig. 6 – MTN example.
Table 4 – Example link matrix 𝐿𝑀𝐷 .

Energy Money Bit‐rate
Sigfox BS 12 102 22
NB‐IoT BS 151 87 174
Node E (LoRa) 37 0 72

classic TOPSIS is 4.79 ms, while the mean execution time440

of our lightweight TOPSIS is 2.96 ms. This means that a441

node could bene it from a mean time of 1.83 ms longer442

sleep periods between two TOPSIS executions. Based on443

the FiPy CPU data‐sheet [17], with a maximum CPU con‐444

sumption of 68 mA and a power supply of 3.6 V, it would445

save up to approximately 448 µJ per TOPSIS run. Data‐446

sheets are notoriously optimistic, so in practice the en‐447

ergy savings could be evenmore signi icant. The standard448

deviation is of 0.05 ms, and the con idence intervals are449

+/ − 2.76 ∗ 10−3 ms and +/ − 2.48 ∗ 10−3 respectively450

for classic TOPSIS and for our lightweight TOPSIS, with a451

con idence level of 99.999%. Largermatrices offer similar452

results.453

7. NETWORKMODEL & ASSUMPTIONS454

We based the design of RODENT on a speci ic network455

model and assumptions made on the lower layers of the456

communication stack. In this section we describe those457

model and assumptions.458

7.1 Network model459

In WSN, the nodes usually follow one or multiple traf ic460

patterns [19]. In this work, we assume that the nodes461

communicate in a convergecast pattern. Nodes forward462

packets exclusively to sink nodes. The nodes taking part463

in anMTN are heterogeneous in terms of RAT.We assume464

that the network is a connected graph where we consider465

every link fromevery node independently of their RAT i.e.,466

there can be several links between a single pair of nodes.467

Nodes canmeet several data requirements (e.g.,monitor‐468

ing, alarm, etc.), as long as those requirements are known469

by every node in theMTN. AnMTN is depicted in Figure 6.470

In this example, node B (𝑁𝐵) measures temperature and471

is not in range of a Sigfox orNB‐IoT base station. However472

Table 5 – Example route matrix 𝑅𝑀𝐷 .

Energy Money Bit‐rate Hops
Sigfox BS 12 102 22 1
NB‐IoT BS 151 87 174 1
Node E (LoRa) 49 102 94 2

Table 6 – Requirements vectors.

Energy Money Bit‐rate
𝑅𝑉𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 0.6 0.3 0.1

𝑅𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚 0.1 0.1 0.8

𝑁𝐵 can forward its data to 𝑁𝐴 or 𝑁𝐶 using LoRa. These473

latter can then of load 𝑁𝐵’s data to a base station with a474

different RAT.475

7.2 Data requirements476

RODENT aims to support multiple use cases. Nodes can477

have multiple purposes (e.g., monitoring temperature,478

video recording). The data requirements differ depend‐479

ing on the use case. For instance, for video data, we need480

a RAT with a high bit‐rate to ensure low delay and jitter.481

For an alarm, we need a very short delay but not neces‐482

sary high bandwidth. For regular and small monitoring483

data, the focus is on saving the nodes’ energy. A single484

node can have multiple data requirements e.g., sending485

regular monitoring data of a rainfall and an alarm in case486

of a lood. Thus the route selectionmust satisfy as best as487

possible all nodes’ data requirements.488

7.3 Assumptions on communication stack489

This article focuses on the network layer, speci ically490

routing. We assume that the other communication stack’s491

layers are comprised of protocols suited to MTN and that492

the physical and link layers are able to assess the avail‐493

ability and quality of links toward the nodes’ neighbors494

i.e., nodes or base stations. We assume that this process495

is possible for every RAT. We consider that those layers496

are able to gather or estimate information about the cost497

and performances of each link i.e., energy cost, bit‐rate,498

etc. Radio link quality estimation inWSN is a well studied499

subject [20].500

RODENT takes a link matrix as input, to which we refer501

to as LMx for node 𝑥. LMx’s size depends on multiple fac‐502

tors: the number of characteristics, the number of RAT503

available, and the number of 𝑥’s neighbors. For example,504

𝑁𝐷 in Figure 6 could have a link matrix LMD such as the505

one in Table 4. LMD is comprised of every available link506

between 𝑁𝐷 and its neighbors, and the characteristics of507

those links.508

We refer to the route matrix of node 𝑥 as RMx. For route509

selection, RMx is composed of all the routes available for510

node 𝑥. RMx’s attributes are relative to the routes e.g., the511

number of hops, expected transmission count or the total512

energy consumption. For example, 𝑁𝐷 in Figure 6 could513

have a route matrix RMD such as the one in Table 5. TOP‐514

SIS takes as input a set of weights for each attribute. The515
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Fig. 7 – RODENT packet structure.

weights represent the importance of each attribute in the516

ranking process. We refer to a set of weights as a Require‐517

mentsVector (𝑅𝑉 ). RVx is the requirements vector foruse518

case 𝑥 e.g., RVmonitoring. For route selection RV’s values are519

set based on the data requirements that the node have to520

meet e.g., prioritize speed over energy consumption, and521

such that RV {𝑒𝑛 ∈ RV | ∑|RV|
𝑛=1 𝑒𝑛 = 1}. Examples re‐522

quirements vectors are depicted in Table 6.523

8. ROUTING OPERATIONS524

The distinctive feature of RODENT is to enable multi‐RAT525

routes. Each route offers different cost and performances.526

In this section we detail RODENT’s routing operations.527

The following notations are used further. Node 𝑖 is re‐528

ferred to as 𝑁𝑖. Nodes that are in the vicinity of 𝑁𝑖 are529

called neighbors. The set of 𝑁𝑖’s neighbors is referred to530

asNBR(i) andNBR(i)j is the node 𝑗 such that𝑁𝑗 ∈ NBR(i).531

A neighbor𝑁𝑗 of𝑁𝑖 has at least one linkwith𝑁𝑖. For RAT532

𝑥, such a link is referred to as 𝐿𝑥
ij . Consequently, the route533

from 𝑁𝑖 that follows link 𝐿𝑥
ij is referred to as 𝑅𝑥

ij .534

8.1 Overview535

Let’s consider the operations of𝑁𝐷 and𝑁𝐸 fromFigure 6536

as an example. 𝑁𝐷 boots without any knowledge of its537

surroundings. 𝑁𝐷’s link layer scans the environment for538

every RAT and builds its link matrix LMD as in Table 4.539

Based on LMD, the network layer starts to build the route540

matrix RMD. The direct links between 𝑁𝐷 and the base541

stations are registered in RMD as single‐hop routes. 𝑁𝐸542

meanwhile does the same, and selects its only available543

route toward the Sigfox base‐station. 𝑁𝐸 advertises its544

route which is received by 𝑁𝐷 through their LoRa link545

𝐿𝐿𝑜𝑅𝑎
ED . 𝑁𝐷 constructs its third route by adding the route’s546

and link’s costs. RMD is then similar to Table 5. 𝑁𝐷 then547

selects a best route for each of its RV. The selection is548

made independently of the RAT and based only on the549

routes’ costs andperformances. In this case and consider‐550

ing Table 6, the best route forRVmonitoring is the one toward551

the Sigfox base station because low energy consumption552

is favored. The best route forRValarm is the one toward the553

NB‐IoT base station because high bit‐rate is favored. 𝑁𝐷554

then starts to advertise and use its best routes.555

8.2 Packet structure556

RODENT packets’ structure is depicted in Figure 7. A557

packet is composed of three parts: (i) the header (ii) the558

payload (iii) the trailer. The header contains the required559

control data for RODENT. The Network Identifier is a two560

byte value shared by all nodes and is used to differentiate561

RODENT’s communication. The Source Identifier is a two562

byte value corresponding to the packet’s source node’s563

unique ID. The Destination Identifier is a two byte value564

corresponding to the packet’s destination node’s unique565

ID. The Payload Size is a one byte value equal to the pay‐566

load’s size in bytes. The Requirement Vector Identifier is567

a one byte value which indicates the type (i.e., use case)568

of the payload’s data. The Route is a four byte array with569

𝑁Source Identifier’s best route’s values i.e., energy, money, bit‐570

rate and number of hops. The payload contains the data571

shared by the source. It is a series of 𝑛 bytes with 𝑛 equal572

to the header’s Payload Size ield. The trailer is a single573

byte carrying the CRC8 Checksum of the header and pay‐574

load parts.575

8.3 Route construction576

Let’s consider the operations of node 𝑖. 𝑁𝑖 boots up and577

starts the construction of its route matrix RMi. RODENT578

accesses two sets of data: the link matrix LMi and the set579

of route shared by 𝑁𝑖’s neighbors. 𝑁𝑖’s irst step is to580

check LMi for any link toward a base station e.g., a Sigfox581

antenna or a LoRaWAN gateway. Such links are turned582

to single hop routes based on the links values from LMi.583

Routes are stored in RMi. 𝑁𝑖’s second step is to construct584

the routes passing throughNBR(i)’s nodes. Let’s consider585

the reception of a route from NBR(i)j. 𝑁𝑖 adds the re‐586

ceived route’s attributes to the attributes’ values of the587

link 𝐿𝑥
ij . The resulting route 𝑅𝑥

ij is stored in RMi.588

8.4 Route selection589

In classic WSN, route selection is trivial as the route with590

the lowest cost or rank is selected. In MTN, a route is a591

set of successive links, where each linkmayuse a different592

RAT. Different RAT offers various performances and route593

selection inMTN have to take account of multiple criteria.594

We aim to support multiple use cases with different data595

requirements. Section 5 introduced RODENT’s selection596

method. For node 𝑁𝑖, our lightweight TOPSIS takes as in‐597

put the route matrix RMi and a requirement vector RVx598

relative to use case 𝑥. The selection outputs a ranking of599

the routes. The route coming out on top best ful ills the600

data requirements of use case 𝑥. For 𝑁𝑖, a best route BR𝑥
𝑖601

is selected for every use case 𝑥.602
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8.5 Route propagation603

Route propagation occurs through two mechanisms: pig‐604

gybacking and control packets. Piggybacking allows605

routes to be shared without dedicated transmissions.606

Considering a RODENT packet carrying a data payload607

of use case 𝑥, the header contains RVx’s id number and608

the best route BR𝑥
𝑖 . Wireless communications share a609

common medium. Thus, 𝑁𝑖 overhears every packet from610

NBR(i), which allows 𝑁𝑖 to update RMi opportunisti‐611

cally. If 𝑁𝑖 stops overhearing route 𝑅𝑥
ij from its neigh‐612

bor NBR(i)j e.g., because 𝑁𝑗 is down, 𝑅𝑥
ij will timeout and613

will be removed from RMi. To keep alive unused routes,614

NBR(i)jwill senddedicated control packets. Control pack‐615

ets are regular packets with an empty payload.616

9. PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION617

Our implementation of RODENT is performed on Pycom618

FiPy devices [21]. The speci icity of FiPy devices is that619

they offer ive different RAT. These nodes take part in620

the MTN and of load data to WiFi and LoRa base‐stations621

(BS). The hardware and irmware used are detailed in this622

section.623

9.1 Hardware624

Pycom FiPy nodes are composed ofWSN hardware: wire‐625

less RAT, ESP32 CPU, fewmemory available which allows626

ultra–lowpower usage. The available RAT areWiFi, LoRa,627

Sigfox, LTE‐M, NB‐IoT and Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).628

Each RAT comes with different performances in terms of629

energy consumption, economical cost, bit‐rate, etc. RO‐630

DENT performs route selection based on these character‐631

istics. FiPy are coupledwith Pytrack sensor shieldswhich632

provide an accelerometer, a GPS and a micro‐USB port.633

The LoRa BS is a B‐L072Z‐LRWAN1 board [22]. The WiFi634

BS is an Edimax EW‐7811Un dongle [23] connected to the635

main computer. A Trip Lite U223‐007 (7‐Port USB Hub)636

is used to connect every devices. The main computer is a637

Dell Latitude 5590. It powers devices, collects and analy‐638

ses results.639

9.2 Firmware640

A port of MicroPython available as irmware for the FiPy641

allowed us to implement RODENT in Python. Upon boot,642

a node 𝑁𝑖 compute its unique ID. Based on LMi it boots643

up the needed RAT and constructs routes. The node is644

then locked up in the main loop: i) select best route for645

each RVx, ii) add next payload to transmission buffer iii)646

send every payload in buffer. Neighbor’s route are added647

in RMi upon reception. Neighbor’s payload are appended648

in the transmission buffer. Nodes print on the serial port649

the characteristics of the packets sent. Upon the Pytrack’s650

button press, nodes switch between the two RV imple‐651

mented: RVmonitoring and RValarm.652

The LoRa BS’s irmware is implemented in C. It listens653

constantly for LoRa transmissions. Upon reception of a654

Fig. 8 – Experimental setup.
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Fig. 9 – Farmmonitoring scenario.

RODENT packet, it is unpacked and its characteristics are655

printed on the serial port. TheWiFi BS is coded in Python.656

It listens for RODENT WiFi transmissions, unpacks them657

and prints characteristics on stdout.658

10. RODENT EXPERIMENTS659

To assess the performances of RODENT, we run experi‐660

ments on real hardware. We con igured the nodes to fol‐661

low a speci ic scenario and measured the results. The ex‐662

perimental setup and scenario are presented in this sec‐663

tion.664

10.1 Setup665

Aforementioned devices in Section 9 are connected to the666

main computer through the USB hub. Every node and BS667

are powered at the same time and boot up immediately.668

Aswe can see in Figure 8, every device is laying very close669

to each other. The main computer reads the stdout of the670

WiFi BS and the serial ports of the nodes and LoRa BS.671

Results are then computed off‐line, post‐experiment.672

10.2 Scenario673

We simulate a farm monitoring use case. Smart agricul‐674

ture can help farmers in their everyday life, but farms675

are often an unfriendly environment for wireless sensors676

(large rural areas, tall crops...). MTN eases the techni‐677

cal dif iculties by offering nodes multiple possibilities of678

communication (operator based networks, personal net‐679

works, multi‐hop networks...). In our scenario, nodes are680

deployed throughout a ield used for cultivating crops.681

The simulated setup is illustrated in Figure 9. Five nodes682
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Fig. 10 – Packet Delivery Ratio per node.

monitor environmentalmetrics useful for farmers. Nodes683

have to of load numerical data on a regular basis while684

saving up power. They may have to send an alarm if a685

metric becomes off chart, putting the crops at risk (e.g.,686

temperature).687

Out of the ive RAT available on FiPy, we are using WiFi,688

LoRa and BLE in this scenario. Sigfox and LTE‐M/NB‐IoT689

are not open technologies, so we could not use them di‐690

rectly. LoRa and BLE links are more interesting in terms691

of energetic savings thanWiFi. Each node (𝑁𝑥) is in a dif‐692

ferent situation. 𝑁1 is the control node, it only has aWiFi693

link with the WiFi BS. 𝑁2 can reach the WiFi BS and ben‐694

e its from the LoRa link when RODENT is active. 𝑁3 have695

to choose between reaching theWiFi BS directly at a high696

energy cost or forwarding its data to its neighbor𝑁1 via a697

BLE link. 𝑁4 needs to be able to send regular monitoring698

data as well as alarms, viaWiFi or LoRa. 𝑁5 is an isolated699

node, deployed too far away to directly communicatewith700

the WiFi BS. Farms are usually located in wide rural en‐701

vironments, unfriendly to wireless waves because of tall702

crops (e.g., corn). Thus white zones and isolated nodes703

are common. Using RODENT, 𝑁5 can forward its data to704

its neighbor 𝑁4 using LoRa.705

We run three types of experiments. First, RODENT is not706

active and nodes only use WiFi links, depicted in blue in707

Figure 9. Second, RODENT is active, which allows nodes708

to switch to LoRa and BLE links, depicted in red and green709

in Figure 9. Third, RODENT is active, each LoRa mes‐710

sage is sent two times and each BLEmessage is sent three711

times, which increase the network’s reliability. A video of712

an experiment running is available online1.713

11. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS714

Topology and Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) are measured.715

Nodes transmit at an interval randomly picked in [2; 4]716

seconds. We consider a population of 20 experiments717

lasting 10 minutes each. Small population is suf icient718

1http://chercheurs.lille.inria.fr/bfoubert/ressources/
rodent.mp4

Fig. 11 – Energy consumption per RAT.

because of the low standard deviation. Longer experi‐719

ments are not relevant because the network stabilizes af‐720

ter few messages exchanged. We do not directly com‐721

pare RODENT’s results to related works as the heavy dif‐722

ference between proposals makes it irrelevant, and in‐723

creased lexibility cannot be measured. In this section we724

present the results obtained.725

11.1 Topology726

With the use of RODENT, theMTN’s topology changes. 𝑁1727

does not change its link because it can only reach theWiFi728

BS.𝑁2uses the LoRa link instead of theWiFi link, because729

it cost less energy. 𝑁3 decides to use the BLE link to of‐730

load its data to 𝑁1, which in turn forwards it to the WiFi731

BS. 𝑁4 of load its monitoring data to the LoRa BS, to re‐732

duce energy consumption compared to WiFi. It can still733

use the WiFi link to forward alarms, that needs a quicker734

RAT at the expense of higher energy cost. 𝑁5 is not iso‐735

lated anymore, as it forwards its data to𝑁4 through LoRa736

which will of load it to the LoRa BS in turn.737

11.2 Packet Delivery Ratio738

The Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) is the ratio between the739

total packets received and the total packets sent. The PDR740

of every node taking part in the MTN is depicted in Fig‐741

ure 10 along with its standard deviation. 𝑁1’s PDR does742

not changes, as its route remains the same. Without RO‐743

DENT, 𝑁5’s PDR is null as the node is isolated and can‐744

not of load a single data packet. The PDR of 𝑁2, 𝑁4 and745

𝑁5 is around 80%withRODENTwhich allows them touse746

LoRa. It is not the same as WiFi because of frequent col‐747

lisions, as nodes does not use a proper MAC. 𝑁3’s PDR748

is around 60% with RODENT. The node forwards its data749

through BLE to 𝑁1. We achieved BLE raw transmissions750

through the use of single BLE advertisements, hence the751

packet loses. With the enhanced RODENT, we can see a752

better PDR for all nodes, close to the one obtained with753

only WiFi.754
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11.3 Energy consumption755

Physical measurement of the Pycom FiPy’s energy con‐756

sumption is hazardous since it suffers from design prob‐757

lems which lead to erroneous measurements [24]. We758

choose to stick to the energy ratings given in the compo‐759

nents data‐sheets [17,21] to get a general idea, which are760

showed in Figure 11. Compared to WiFi, BLE needs ap‐761

proximately half‐less current and LoRa a tenth. With the762

Pycom FiPy’s CPU, WiFi and BLE offers the same bit‐rate.763

LoRa’s bit‐rate ismuch slower leading to longer transmis‐764

sion for a same amount of data. WiFi and BLE require a765

heavier traf ic control than LoRa does, which allows LoRa766

to consume less energy. Thus, we can assume that RO‐767

DENT enable signi icant energy savings.768

12. CONCLUSION769

WSNdeployments are limited by the coverage andperfor‐770

mances of the devices’ RAT. The use of several RAT in an771

MTN allow to overcome these shortcomings. In this arti‐772

cle, we introduced the novel Routing Over Different Exist‐773

ing Network Technologies protocol (RODENT). RODENT774

is based on a lightweight TOPSISmethod that reduces the775

complexity of the computations and eliminates rank re‐776

versal issues, lessening computation time of about 38%.777

The resulting network interface selection is still similar778

to the one obtained using classic TOPSIS in 82% of the ex‐779

periments.780

RODENT is designed for routing in MTN and enables the781

useofmulti‐technologies routes. Wedemonstrate the fea‐782

sibility andutility ofMTNwith aprototypenetworkbased783

on a custom implementation of RODENT. Results show784

that RODENT increase lexibility, reliability, energy sav‐785

ings and maintains a good PDR.786

For future works, we plan to precisely measure energy787

savings and extend RODENT to support downlink com‐788

munications. This will further increase nodes’ lexibility789

and possibilities (e.g., irmware over the air upgrade). We790

plan to conceive an ef icient link layer protocol for precise791

link costs and performances assessment for multi‐RAT. In792

addition, we plan to combine RODENT with an ef icient793

data reduction scheme to reduce even more energy con‐794

sumption.795
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